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Abstract: The main promise of new, digitally enabled and hybrid learning environments is to enable future-ready knowledge workers by equipping them with business and digital competences. However, business education (BE) research often focuses on the problems of instructional design and individual disciplines, rather than on the challenges of developing a holistic knowledge and competences required to ensure students’ long-term employability. This paper, to address this gap, approaches BE as a knowledge dynamics field that consists of rational, emotional and spiritual knowledge and proposes a related framework to serve as a guide for developing and analyzing a hybrid learning environment (HLE) that would support BE. Then, it uses the developed framework in an interview-based study to understand the students’ perceptions of how the implementation of an HLE in postgraduate course stimulated knowledge dynamics for BE. The results show that the HLE stimulated different aspects of knowledge due to the diversity of modes of learning-Face-to-Face (F2F) and online, the diversification of learning sources and the internationalization of the course-level curriculum. These results pave the direction for teachers to use the knowledge framework as a compass for future implementations and evaluations of similar methods.
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1. Introduction

Business Education (BE) nowadays has a broader relevance as it is not limited anymore to the context of business studies but is becoming essential across disciplines. The digital transformation in organizations and the advances in computational power and data storage increase productivity and influence the type of skills that are required from graduates [1]. Today’s workplaces rely a lot on automation and require employees to work in cross-functional roles by putting equal emphasis on technical and non-technical skills [2–4]. To perform efficiently in this environment, employees need to have a BE that would equip them, apart from the traditional business knowledge, with strong digital, analytical and managerial skills. At the same time, advances in sciences are rapid; according to the World Economic Forum, 50% of domain knowledge acquired during the first year of university studies is already considered outdated [4]. Inventing ways to keep the academic curriculum up-to-date and cultivating long-lasting skills and a mindset for life-long learning becomes fundamental.

In such transformative business environments, it becomes essential that BE bridges the skills gap and prepares students to excel in ever-changing and functionally heterogenous professions that operate in a globalized world. Consequently, in recent years, teaching and learning in education have been revisited to meet such contemporary requirements through the incorporation of digital technologies and online learning [5–8]. Within these approaches, classrooms are not bound by walls but can extend to virtual environments, giving rise to...
the hybrid learning environments (HLE), i.e., the considerate symbiosis of the face-to-face (F2F) and online learning experiences [9]. Technology also provides an opportunity to make education more open, such as by sharing knowledge and learning materials that are up-to-date or more industry-oriented. As such, the use of Open Educational Resources (OER) i.e., freely available digital resources [10], is becoming more prominent.

While new technological tools emerge and technology adoption in education increases, especially with the acceleration dictated by the pandemic [5,11,12], a significant challenge becomes that research often deals with new ways of instructional design and not the learning practices and objectives within the new environments [13–16]. For example, the focus is often put on identifying the benefits and challenges of hybrid learning and proposing instructional design solutions [14,16–18]. Several studies also focus on comparing online and face-to-face (F2F) learning in regards to learning outcomes [19–22].

Moreover, most of the current studies on BE focus on a traditional course context, individual disciplines or technical skills, and not on a holistic business knowledge pedagogy which would support competences such as critical thinking, digital competences, learning-to-learn competences and inspiration for growth [3,23,24]. A few papers, indeed, deal with the topic of development of business competences for students by also considering the requirements of the contemporary BE [2,23,25–27]. There is a lack of studies, however, that approach an HLE for BE by taking into account knowledge as a result of learning in its “full spectrum of aspects” [23]. To be more specific, our literature review reveals that there is a lack of hybrid learning studies that would account for the development of relevant business and digital skills, while also shaping students’ thinking and values for future workplaces, as a requirement of contemporary, technology-enabled BE.

In this paper, drawing from the domain of knowledge management and the theory of knowledge dynamics [25,28], we approach BE as a knowledge field that consists of three interacting forms: rational, emotional and spiritual knowledge. To support the objectives of the contemporary BE, we argue that an HLE needs to stimulate knowledge dynamics based on these three forms.

The following research question arises: How can an HLE enable knowledge dynamics that would support BE in higher education?

To address this research question, the objectives of this paper are:
- to propose a framework with knowledge forms and their components to serve as a guide for developing and analyzing an HLE for BE;
- to use the developed framework to understand the students’ perceptions on how the proposed implementation of an HLE in postgraduate course stimulated knowledge dynamics for BE.

We have carried out the research using a qualitative study in which we first develop a knowledge-based framework by following the work of Bratianu and others on knowledge dynamics [28–30]. Then, we conduct semi-structured interviews with students to explore their views on how their HLE experience stimulated different forms of knowledge dynamics. The HLE that was a subject of the inquiry was developed by us researchers for a Knowledge Management (KM) postgraduate course at (Replace After Review) University (Replace After Review).

The analysis of the interview data shows that the implementation of HLE stimulated different aspects of rational, emotional and spiritual knowledge due to the diversity of modes of learning (F2F and online), the diversification of learning sources (textbooks, OER, social media, case studies and workshops), the internationalization and updating of a course-level curriculum (OER, the participation of business experts and guest academic lecturers). These results pave the direction for teachers to use the knowledge framework as a compass for future implementations and as a basis for evaluating student experiences.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, a theoretical foundation section (Section 2) discusses business education from a knowledge perspective, introduces knowledge dynamics framework and follows with the development of a framework that is based on knowledge dynamics analytical lenses. The next section (Section 3) describes the
research methodology by which knowledge dynamics framework is used to explore the students’ experiences during the implementation of the HLE. Then, results are presented and followed by a discussion that connects with past literature findings (Section 4). Following Section 4, the limitations of this study and the implications for practice and future research are discussed (Section 5). The paper concludes with a summary of contributions (Section 6).

2. Theoretical Foundations

2.1. Business Education, Hybrid Learning and Knowledge

Universities are knowledge-intensive organizations which strive to take part in developing knowledge workers [31–33]. Understanding knowledge dynamics is hence essential in considering the role of knowledge as a driving force in BE. Traditional educational approaches in which teachers transfer knowledge to students are, however, not anymore sufficient to meet demands put in front of knowledge workers. This is particularly the case in the new learning environments, such as HLE. HLE combines traditional F2F learning with online (web-based) learning. Apart from traditional lectures and knowledge embedded in textbooks, it also consists of online lectures and tools, digital teaching materials such as open educational resources (OER) and platforms for knowledge sharing [34]. Breaking the classroom boundaries allows for a knowledge diversity through a broader students’ participation, such as disengaged university students, individuals that have big distance from the institution and guest lecturers [35–37].

Teaching and learning in HLE should therefore account for the whole knowledge range, apart from syllabus knowledge, among others, for the development of digital competences such as learning in networks, learning from diversified media sources and leveraging on technologies [38–41]. Moreover, getting students ready for a knowledge-based economy requires an educational environment that would support the development of generic skills or generic conceptual skills in BE [23]. Generic skills are core competences that are transferrable across contexts and enable personal and professional development, such as creativity and learning-to-learn competence [24]. Further, increasing globalization requires students to be able to collaborate across borders and to develop a global mindset or global attributes [2]. This necessitates the internationalization of the curriculum. An additional mission, not exclusively related to the mode of delivery, is that BE should inspire higher values in students as well as a broader perspective about the world [42]. Great entrepreneurs have pointed out the significance of the spiritual side of the business. For example, Steve Jobs used to say that Apple’s competitors’ products “have no spirit in them”. Stimulating a spiritual aspect of knowledge is of crucial importance. As Ji Qi mentions in his book, inspired by Laozi, “Knowledge affects action, the metaphysical determines the physical” [43].

While past works have acknowledged the need for the development of business and digital competences in contemporary higher education, to our knowledge, there are no studies which would take an analytical approach on the knowledge dynamics of BE, in particular its hybrid mode of delivery. In this paper, hence, motivated by this gap, we take as a first research objective a challenge of creating a framework with knowledge dimensions and their components, which would serve as a guide for developing and analyzing an HLE for BE from a holistic knowledge-based perspective.

In the next sections, we introduce work on knowledge dynamics, including interactions among rational, emotional and spiritual knowledge [23], which guided our research.

2.2. Knowledge Dynamics Theory

Knowledge dynamics refer to changes and variations in forms of knowledge at different levels: individual, group or organizational [30]. In this paper, we follow the view of those researchers who suggest that knowledge is a dynamic and non-linear entity [37,44]. Such a view on knowledge stands in opposition to Newtonian linear mechanics and the conceptualization of knowledge that is metaphorically perceived as object or stocks and
flows [45–47]. Following such rationale, Bratianu and others [28–30] proposed to use the energy metaphor of knowledge as an energy field, characterized by its continuous relational interaction and transformation. According to the authors’ view, knowledge can exist in different forms that create dynamics: rational, emotional and spiritual, which can be identified on the individual, group or collective level. Since in this paper we base our understanding of knowledge dynamics on these authors’ conceptualization, we will provide an overview of the different forms of knowledge and their characteristics in the following paragraph.

Rational knowledge (RK) is a result of mental work and rational thinking. It reflects the objectivity of the physical environment and is expressed by using a natural or symbolic language. Since it is considered to be objective and articulable, it is explicit [48]. Emotional knowledge (EK) is a result of processing information generated by feelings and emotions in response to all external forces. It reflects the subjectivity of our body interaction with the external world and is expressed by body language and face expressivity. Spiritual knowledge (SK) is a result of spirituality, existential values and vision for the future. It reflects our understanding of the meaning of our existence and is expressed by values and beliefs. Since both subjective and inarticulable, emotional and spiritual knowledge are tacit [48].

When including the whole spectrum of RK, EK and SK forms, a more comprehensive perspective on the role of knowledge in BE emerges. In this line, we illustrate different forms of knowledge in HLE (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Hybrid Business Education and Knowledge Dynamics.](image-url)

### 2.3. Knowledge Dynamics Forms and Their Components in BE: A Framework

To derive a framework with different components of knowledge forms which would serve us as a guide for developing and analyzing an HLE for BE, we draw on Bratianu and others [23,30]. Work on emotional ecology done by Zembylas [49] helped us to shed more light on the components of emotional knowledge.

In these works, knowledge is represented at multiple levels for a given context. For example, Bratianu and Bejinaru [30] suggest the variety of individual, group or organizational levels (compare with Zembylas [49] who uses individual, relational and socio-political levels). In this paper, we use the individual, group and collective level. Individual refers to the student, the group level oscillates between the notation of student and co-worker, and the collective refers to the business world and society. We define components for every knowledge dimension in these three levels (Table 1).
Table 1. Knowledge components in a Hybrid Learning Environment (HLE) from a Knowledge Dynamics perspective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms of Knowledge/Level</th>
<th>Rational Knowledge</th>
<th>Emotional Knowledge</th>
<th>Spiritual Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Understanding the subject matter</td>
<td>Emotions towards the subject matter</td>
<td>Beliefs about education and learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquiring digital working skills</td>
<td>The general attitude towards learning</td>
<td>Personal ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional awareness and self-management</td>
<td>Vision about personal and professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Collaborative learning</td>
<td>Emotional affiliations with peers</td>
<td>Beliefs about groups and communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Power dynamics</td>
<td>Group working ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>Becoming aware of domain applications</td>
<td>Emotional affiliation to a university</td>
<td>Beliefs about the business world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Understanding the functions of corporations and business world</td>
<td>Attitude towards the disciplinary professions</td>
<td>Beliefs about life and the world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rational knowledge is a result of cognition [23,30]; hence, we include components which refer to students’ comprehension of subject matter, through both individual and group work. We also include components referring to the understanding of main domain applications and functions of the business world on a collective level. Apart from comprehending syllabus, during online classes, students develop their digital skills, a process that enhances students’ competences for performing work in digital environments. For deriving components of emotional knowledge, we build on the concept of emotional ecology by Zembylas [49], which he defines as the “emotional knowledge in a particular social and political context, including the rich connections to emotional experiences, and relationships with others (e.g., students, colleagues, parents) over time”. For example, emotional knowledge can be expressed through the way a student feels and acts about own self and the subject matter (individual level), about the peers and the instructor (group level) or academia, business world and life (collective level). This includes motivation and different psychological barriers for knowledge sharing, such as power dynamics, which can be exhibited both in F2F and online environment. Components of spiritual knowledge refer to ethics, beliefs and purpose [23,30] on all three levels: personal, group and collective. Spiritual knowledge also guides students to share knowledge with positive values and moral judgement [30], both in F2F and online environment.

When considering the above-described dimensions of knowledge dynamics, it has to be noted that knowledge is perceived as a dynamic system in which the rational, emotional, and spiritual dimensions are interconnected. Such a proposition is supported by research trends in education, psychology and neuroscience fields which show that aspects of cognition are bidirectionally influenced by aspects of emotions [50–56]. For example, problem-solving is found to be influenced by emotions [57] and motivation is linked to learning and academic performance [50,58]. While cognition and emotions affect learning and developing business competences [59], a sense of meaning and purpose is considered essential for successful business relationships and performance (spiritual knowledge) [60,61].

3. Research Methodology
3.1. Research Context: HLE for BE Implemented at (Replace after Review)

This paragraph introduces the HLE method implemented in the KM program at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, which we will employ to address our second research objective, that is, to analyze in which way HC cultivates the knowledge dynamics. The HLE method was implemented in the academic year 2019/2020 as a part of the postgraduate KM course.

The method, described first in Dragicevic et al. [37], was developed in the quest to equip students with some of the competences necessitated by the contemporary business
education requirements as stated in Section 2.1, such as learning in networks, learning from diversified media sources and leveraging on technologies. The approach was implemented in the context of the open pedagogy tendencies employed at PolyU characterized by the learner centricity, co-creation, hybrid learning, technology enablement, connectedness and openness of resources. Figure 2 illustrates this open pedagogy context in which students are given a more active role in creating subject knowledge, supported by technology-enabled learning environments, a network of learners, and the use of OER [62,63].

![Figure 2. The poster of an adapted implementation of Hybrid Learning Environment at the PolyU.](image)

In its simplest form, a subject teacher conducts some of the classes online (typically around 30%). The approach also utilizes more complex forms, such as a collaboration between host university and industry people or professors and students from overseas universities. For example, as illustrated in Table 2, the teacher sets up an online class where he co-lectures with the colleague from the other university or with an industry expert. In the first case, students from the other university are also invited to participate and collaborate via Blackboard collaborate (and other networking platforms, such as MeWe).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitators</th>
<th>Style of Interaction</th>
<th>Mode of Interaction</th>
<th>PolyU Students</th>
<th>Students from an Overseas University</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PolyU staff and staff from a different institution or industry expert</td>
<td>F2F online or both each facilitator takes a turn to present; students from both sides ask questions</td>
<td>Both synchronous and asynchronous</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>F2F from the classroom and remotely using the online platform</td>
<td>Panopto, Blackboard Collaborate, MeWe</td>
<td>Textbooks, OER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overview of the HLE method implemented in the Knowledge Management (KM) program.

The online component of the HLE is enacted using a combination of Panopto, Blackboard Collaborate, and MeWe platforms. Both synchronous and asynchronous collaborations are used. A MeWe community platform, a screenshot of which is shown in Figure 3, is
a particularly relevant component—here students, members of the forum, are encouraged to share relevant articles, and review, discuss and further annotate these articles.

Table 2. Overview of the HLE method implemented in the Knowledge Management (KM) program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilitators Style of Interaction</th>
<th>Mode of Interaction</th>
<th>Attendance and Mode of Attendance</th>
<th>Platform Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PolyU Students</td>
<td>Students from an</td>
<td>PolyU staff and staff from a</td>
<td>Panopto, Blackboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overseas University</td>
<td>different institution or industry expert</td>
<td>Collaborate, MeWe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2F online or both F2F from the classroom and remotely using the online platform</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>F2F from the classroom and remotely using the online platform</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The online component of the HLE is enacted using a combination of Panopto, Blackboard Collaborate, and MeWe platforms. Both synchronous and asynchronous collaborations are used. A MeWe community platform, a screenshot of which is shown in Figure 3, is a particularly relevant component—here students, members of the forum, are encouraged to share relevant articles, and review, discuss and further annotate these articles.

An important part of HLE is the use of OER, the purpose of which is to be a supplementary learning material to pre-designed course content. Students are encouraged to identify, share and use relevant and good quality OERs with their peers (with a teacher’s endorsement), in the form of, among others, articles and videos posted into the chosen platforms, for example, Blackboard Collaborate or MEWE community.

Figure 3. Using the social network of MeWe as part of the Personal Learning Environment & Network (PLE & N).

An important part of HLE is the use of OER, the purpose of which is to be a supplementary learning material to pre-designed course content. Students are encouraged to identify, share and use relevant and good quality OERs with their peers (with a teacher’s endorsement), in the form of, among others, articles and videos posted into the chosen platforms, for example, Blackboard Collaborate or MEWE community.

3.2. Data Collection and Sample

To understand the students’ perceptions of how the proposed implementation of HLE stimulates knowledge dynamics in the context of BE, we have undertaken an exploratory study. Since the purpose of this research was to allow participants to “describe experiences in detail and to give their perspectives and interpretations of these experiences” [64], we have considered a qualitative research methodology as the most suitable. Specifically, the goal was to elicit students’ impressions on how the components of our proposed HLE design influence their experience regarding the three forms of knowledge, rational, emotional and spiritual. The interview questions inquired students’ reflection in three levels: individual, that relates to the subject matter, relational, that refers to their feelings and relationship with their peers and instructor, and the collective, that relates to their beliefs and perception about the world and the global business.
The process of developing the interview questions was based on the Interview Protocol Refinement (IPR) framework [65] and consists of four phases. The first phase included the development of the first version of interview questions in alignment with the research questions. Since one of the objectives of this work is to use the developed framework to understand how students view their experience of Knowledge Dynamics in HLE, the interview questions were developed based on the knowledge indicators presented in Table 1 of Section 2.3. The second phase was dedicated to revising the first version of questions towards a more conversational and interactive form. In the third phase, the goal was to ensure that the questions are well understood and can provide answers to the topics of interest. For this reason, a meeting session was organized between the researchers, an academic expert from the Educational Research field and a student. This session included reading aloud the questions and commenting on possible answers. The development of the interview questions concluded with the fourth phase of testing the interview instrument. For this purpose, two pilot interviews were organized with two students. The interviews were conducted online to simulate real conditions. In each of the four phases of the IPR, the interview questions were revised and refined. The overview of the final interview questions is illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3. Overview of the interview questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms of Knowledge/Level</th>
<th>Rational</th>
<th>Emotional</th>
<th>Spiritual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
<td>Does HLE help to acquire understanding about the course subject overall?</td>
<td>Has HLE influenced your mood for learning?</td>
<td>Does HLE inspire you to think about your-self and your future?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are the advantages and disadvantages of each online and F2F module of the HLE in regards to acquiring and understanding the subject?</td>
<td>Did you identify any changes in the way you manage your studies? How HLE influenced, for example, allocating time for your study, concentration, prioritization of study tasks, self-assessing your performance, relying on yourself to solve problems?</td>
<td>Did it influence in any way your behavior in regards to the course deontology, such as acting with integrity, admitting mistakes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
<td>Do you think class discussions and group exercises in HLE helped you to understand the subject matter?</td>
<td>How HLE influenced your emotions about the relationship with your instructor or your peers, for example, regarding how you communicate with others, your confidence, managing disagreements, socializing?</td>
<td>Does HLE influence your accountability towards others (e.g., keeping promises and behaving fairly (with respect)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How did you experience collaborating with your instructor and peers over the different modules of HLE?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collective</strong></td>
<td>Does HLE help you to acquire knowledge about business applications of the course subject and functions of big organizations?</td>
<td>Does HLE influence your motivation for learning more about the course domain and business industry?</td>
<td>Does HLE inspire you to think/learn about life matters/wisdom?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although questions were formed before the interview, we have allowed the course of the interview to go in some other directions if prompted by the participants’ responses [66]. Semi-structured interviews in this way enabled us to explore the research area, surface tacit knowledge and obtain insights underlying the participants’ responses.

Participants were students of the knowledge management postgraduate master course. The students of the specific course comprise both international and local students as well as full-time and part-time professionals. An invitation was sent to the full body of the students (n = 74) to participate in the study voluntarily. This invitation was sent after the academic semester was over and the evaluation and results were finalized and announced.
After the students expressed interest, they were again informed about the voluntary nature of the participation, that they can withdraw at any point, that their involvement is not related to any kind of academic assessment, that their identity will remain anonymous and the interview will be recorded, transcribed and analyzed for the purpose of the research project. There were eight final participants and they consisted of six male and two female students. Moreover, the age range was between 22 and 33, three were international students and five local, while four of them were full-time students and four were part-time young professionals. One researcher performed the interviews through an online platform over 2 months. The duration of each interview was 40–60 min. Finally, data were triangulated across the research team (one teacher, one doctoral student and one postdoctoral researcher).

3.3. Data Analysis

We have used thematic analysis for making sense of the interview data. Thematic analysis is a qualitative data analysis method suited for identifying and organizing patterns of meanings across data and providing relevant themes to make sense of collective experience [67,68]. We were interested in finding the commonalities that aid with answering our research question and focused both on obvious meanings and latent meanings and assumptions underlying them. Specifically, we were looking at the students’ hybrid learning experiences in regards to the three knowledge dynamics dimensions, as explicated previously.

Following Braun and Clarke [67], in our analysis, we have followed these steps: (1) familiarizing ourselves with the leeway and character of students’ responses to HLE-related questions; (2) generating initial codes by labelling with keywords the features of interviews we have assessed to be relevant to our research question. For example, one code from interview 1 was “more flexibility and self-assessment of knowledge”; (3) searching for themes and subthemes by clustering codes that share some feature which reflects a meaningful pattern. For example, we have connected codes such as “more flexibility and self-assessment of knowledge” and “competence of planning their time and organizing how and when to learn” to form a theme related to how HLE supports students’ independence; (4) reviewing potential themes concerning the whole dataset, which includes revising and discarding some themes. For example, we have connected a theme “HLE supports students’ independence and learning-to-learn competence” and “HLE supports the development of digital skills” into one theme “HLE promotes business competences and global perspectives”; (5) defining and naming themes for all the students’ responses, a step in which we finalized a number of our themes and preformed an iterative process of finding the most informative and concise names for these; (6) producing the reports, a step in which we defined order and way of presenting the themes. Illustrative quotes were selected from data and proofread to support the reporting of the findings.

Our data analysis process ended with the four main themes which contained several mutually connected subthemes. It has to be noted that in our themes’ discovery, we were predominantly following deductive or “top-down” way of analysis since we were motivated by our theoretical interest in the data [67,69]. To be specific, rather than being entirely open to all possible meanings that could arise from data, we were looking into details of aspects of knowledge dynamics in data. Therefore, our work was analyst-driven and resulted in the four themes that reflect different forms of knowledge dynamics. Such relation to the literature on knowledge dynamics has sensitized us to some nuances in data [70], such as, for example, different aspects of emotional knowledge (e.g., power dynamics, motivation). Table 4 provides an overview of the main themes and the subthemes they are composed of.
Table 4. Overview of themes and sub-themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Knowledge</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Sub-Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>Facilitating the breadth and depth of knowledge</td>
<td>Ability to learn more deeply in F2F, more focus and hence comprehensibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HLE supports diverse learning from various media sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Online environments allow easy information sharing (via posts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Stimulating different aspects of the emotional knowledge</td>
<td>F2F provides more opportunity for relational EK and social connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Less face-saving in the online environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The motivation for continuous learning online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual</td>
<td>Inspiring ethos and pathos</td>
<td>Less accountability in the online environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Participation of third-party speakers promotes self-reflection about future work and inspires personal growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic skills</td>
<td>Promoting digital competences and global perspective</td>
<td>HLE support students’ independence and gives them a more active role in organizing learning (learning-to-learn competence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HLE supports the development of digital skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HLE supports networking and knowledge sharing with industry people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Results

In this section, we present the findings of the interview data analysis. We describe all the four main themes that we have identified under the subheadings. We support our reporting of the results with the exemplary quotes.

4.1.1. Facilitating the Breadth and Depth of Knowledge

The interviews showed that the proposed HLE stimulated different aspects of RK. We distinguish between the breadth and depth of the RK. Breadth refers to the diversity of knowledge topics and sources, while depth to the deeper quality of understanding of a specific topic. According to the respondents, the breadth of knowledge was particularly stimulated in the online component of HLE, whereas the depth of knowledge was nurtured in the F2F.

The breadth of knowledge was gained at digital platforms such as MeWe where the students were encouraged to share posts with articles and news on several topics and comment on other students’ posts. Two students, for example, explained the value of an online learning environment in the following words:

“I have a different channel to learn, I don’t only just sit and receive the knowledge of the lecture but in MeWe I see how students collaborate. I can see what other students are reading. ( . . . ) they may enlighten me or inspire some new idea to come to my mind.” (Interviewee 5)

“We shared about how we understood the subject and the related news. And this helped us to understand the course because this news or other sharing may not be in the textbooks, so and it increased our interest to learn more about the related things.” (Interviewee 4)

Such sharing makes students aware of the breadth of knowledge in the field, which broadens their perspective and sparks their curiosity for learning. This experience was also confirmed by other interviewees who suggested that the MeWe platform enables easy information sharing and encourages to find out more about what the other classmates posted:
“I think it was a nice tool to use because it was very straightforward. It’s like most social media channels, such as Twitter, when you just post articles or whatever you want to write down. And also you could comment and you could like other people’s posts and you could acknowledge the stuff that they post as well. ( . . . ) It makes me motivated to read more articles about it.” (Interviewee 1)

“I liked it because it allowed all of us, the entire class to share stuff that we found. So it’s a sort of knowledge base, you don’t have to do this research on your own. Your classmates would share something that they found which will help you to learn more. So, I enjoyed that aspect of it and the ability to collaborate with people in a different way.” (Interviewee 3)

However, the students also noted some negative aspects of posting at the MeWe platform, which is mostly concerned with the varying quality of the shared content and the lack of good quality discussions around it. The findings suggest that the students do not engage enough in discussions by commenting on their peers’ posts. The same respondent who perceived the positive effects of the online knowledge sharing suggested that the students should interact with each other more and not just “find articles and post them for the sake of having marks” (Interviewee 1). The other interviewee noted that students post a lot of content and that sometimes it is hard to perceive what is valuable there:

“There are so many materials in MeWe and it’s quite time-consuming to read it all. It would be better to have maybe the top three or top one post highlighted, with a message that is interesting or important, which would professor share.” (Interviewee 2)

Our interviews also revealed that the depth of knowledge was primarily better nurtured in F2F learning environments in a sense that students are typically more focused and there are more opportunities for asking questions and group work. In the words of one respondent,

“F2F learning and teaching gives some different feeling and especially when something is very hard to understand because the professor can use some gestures or a case study, divide us into groups. ( . . . ) the F2F can make us learn more deeply.” (Interviewee 7)

The other interviewee highlighted:

“It’s easier to engage in the conversation in the F2F setting, even though in an online class I can also ask questions, but still the experience is better when it’s F2F. And it is more likely for me to ask a question in the F2F setting instead of the online setting. ( . . . ) the discussion part is better F2F, maybe one question will lead to another.” (Interviewee 6)

Another aspect regarding group discussions has been the lack of facilitators that can encourage classroom discussions:

“I think the discussion between peers (in the online mode) is less efficient than F2F because students just have less incentive to discuss with each other. I compared it with F2F because in the F2F classroom professor is monitoring.” (Interviewee 8)

A few of the interviewees also emphasized that they found it beneficial that they could approach the subject professor after the class and ask him questions, whereas in the online environment a student would typically need to additionally arrange this time with a professor, by which time the moment of curiosity has already been lost.

Connected to both the depth and breadth of knowledge, the proposed HLE supports learning from diverse media sources, both textbooks and OER. The students generally spoke very positively, particularly about using OER. They found them valuable for being more up-to-date than textbooks and existing in multiple forms (such as pdfs, videos, webpages and pictures). A digital format also supports hyperlinks that potentially connect
students to more content. It appears that OER is appealing to most of the participants since they are aligned with this generation’s informal learning habits:

“I think that they [OER] are very useful because this generation of students is very much used to finding information online and not in the traditional textbooks. So usually when we see a textbook we don’t want to read it and don’t want to find information there—we would rather use online resources. So I think they (OER) are better.” (Interviewee 1)

One student (Interviewee 7) had a particularly interesting observation that while textbooks are more connected to curriculum and subject-specific knowledge, OER can expand the learning perspective due to their diversity and breadth.

An interesting way the breadth of knowledge is facilitated in the online setting is related to the opportunity students have to work with different personalities. In the F2F setting, students tend to always form groups with the same ppl and work with them in group exercises, while in online groups there is frequently a different assignment, thus higher exposure to different personalities.

“Learning different types of people and personalities would be more online than F2F.” (Interviewee 1)

“In the online setting, there is interaction with students we don’t engage normally.” (Interviewee 6)

According to Interviewee 6, the interaction with “outside-of-the-group” people is also related to the fact that in the online environment, introvert personalities that in the classroom are more reserved, become more active.

4.1.2. Stimulating Different Aspects of the Emotional Knowledge

The data analysis showed that both F2F and online components of the HLE supported emotional knowledge (EK), but different aspects of it and in various ways. In particular, it yielded results indicating that F2F mode provides more opportunity for relational EK and social connections, whereas online environments reduce face-saving tendencies and increase students’ motivation for networking and continuous learning.

All the respondents agreed that the F2F environment creates an emotional context which enables familiarity and students’ positive attitudes towards each other. Consequently, students are more willing to engage in group tasks and discussions than in the online environment. A typical statement in this sense was made by the participants who said:

“In F2F classroom, there are real humans, and then maybe based on your response to teachers or classmates or group [who are in the classroom], you wouldn’t play mobile phone or wouldn’t listen to the videos. So in F2F classroom, we could have more group discussions.” (Interviewee 2)

“I feel like that in F2F people’s personality are louder in a sense—you can tell more about them than online. ( . . . ), you have a better understanding of their personality, whereas online, you know, you don’t get the full picture.” (Interviewee 3)

“In a physical environment, when you talk with your peers, you feel a need to start a casual conversation before you start doing course-related work. So there is a feeling of familiarity after you start some conversation such as: ‘Oh, where are you from?’ And only then we would start work. So we feel more comfortable. But in a virtual setting, it’s different because all of us use our profiles, lots of us didn’t even put our profile pictures. So it feels like you’re not talking to a person. It doesn’t feel like you need to start a conversation. So it feels more distant, I think ( . . . ) I think it’s much harder online because you can’t see people F2F, you can’t make eye contact and students are very reluctant to speak up.” (Interviewee 1)

It appears from the data that the most dominant positive effect of F2F is the establishment of social connection (EK), which motivates students to focus and engage in group
work. Some students also observed that the social environment, such as the university environment and out of class activities and gatherings, makes an important context to learning. In this sense, F2F provides more of a sense of community than the online environment. In words of one of the respondents:

“It isn’t just about learning the theory from the textbook, but also about the environment from which students have some remarkable memories, make some new friends, some new brothers and sisters.” (Interviewee 5)

The participants indicated that engagement during the lecture is perhaps harder to control in the online environment since students get more easily distracted by the available gadgets and online scrolling. As well, they do not feel the peer pressure to participate in in-class activities. For these reasons, as stressed by Interviewee 1, online environment at times leans more towards personal rather than social learning, even if group activities were assumed:

“I remember the instructor in my breakout room [in Blackboard, online learning platform] kept asking questions, but nobody wanted to reply, only maybe a few students. So it didn’t feel like a group learning activity. It kind of felt like a one-on-one learning activity.” (Interviewee 1)

Analyzing the interviewees’ responses, we have also found that there are perceived positive effects of the online environment concerning EK. For example, it seems that whereas F2F facilitates a better understanding of the people, sometimes it is easier to work with classmates online because it is easier to mitigate communication issues with mismatching personalities:

“If there is a person who is maybe difficult to work with it, it might not be as apparent online. And it won’t be too big of a problem, whereas in F2F, there could be a problem. Because there’s a distance also. I don’t mean physical distance, but a distance in communication, this sort of distance.” (Interviewee 3)

Sharing in the online environment, at digital platforms such as MeWe, as well sparked in the interviewees the sense of joy and motivation to learn more, as demonstrated by some of the quotes in the previous section (Section 4.1.1).

One particularly interesting aspect that emerged from data regarding learning in the online environment was related to face-saving. We found two main themes regarding this. First, the students have indicated that it is easier for them to ask questions during a lecture since they feel less embarrassed to do so, as stressed by the following students:

“If you’re in a classroom and you ask a question, everyone’s looking at you. So sometimes people might get nervous in that sense. And online, you don’t have that. You just ask a question. ( . . . ) if you build up the courage in the first place to speak online, it’s easier. It takes more courage to speak in person I feel.” (Interviewee 3)

“In this [online] environment, I am more eager to ask questions ( . . . ) I think it’s embarrassing to raise our hands in the classroom.” (Interviewee 4)

Second, our interviews also revealed that the students felt more confident to approach and interact with new people than they normally would in the F2F environment.

“The confidence when interacting with new people or strangers is enhanced, definitely.” (Interviewee 4)

It is easier to get the email contact, but when in F2F class, you feel embarrassed to ask for their contact, because first of all, you need to maybe come to them and do a self-introduction and then talk a bit about it (Interviewee 2).

A particularly interesting observation was made by a student who recognized that collaboration in the online environment is a valuable skill to be learned:
“You learn how to deal with people through online technology as well, to a certain extent. So you understand how to approach people differently, just because it’s online, it’s a different way of interacting. So you gain wisdom in that sense where you learn how to sort of interact in a different sort of way.” (Interviewee 3)

The online environment also provides a source of continuous learning; since it is not time and space-dependent, students have more opportunities to come back to the recorded content or keep with learning with other resources and at their own pace:

“I think the online (part of) class is a good one for us because education and learning are a continuous process. We should keep doing it. It is not only about the knowledge we gain when we attend class F2F. That’s not enough.” (Interviewee 7)

“If you’re considering a pace [of learning], that the lectures were recorded allows us to go back and clarify ( . . . ) So you can follow your own pace if you need more time.” (Interviewee 3)

4.1.3. Inspiring Ethos and Pathos

Students reported that their experience in the HLE influenced some aspects of spiritual knowledge in regards to their ethical self-expression and their attitude and perspective towards life and their future.

Regarding the ethical aspect, one reported issue is related to fairness and accountability. Some concerns were noted regarding the online component of the HLE due to lack of instructor’s supervision:

“There may be a possibility in some exams that students may ask for help.” (Interviewee 8)

When it comes to group projects and collaboration, it seems that each of the two settings, online and F2F, influence the ethical self-expression of students in a different way. For example, one student noted that the F2F environment enforces conformity with ethical standards because people can look at each other in the eyes:

“In the F2F setting people tend to behave themselves better.” (Interviewee 7)

On the other hand, according to the same student, the online context can promote a different kind of fairness and accountability. Keeping work promises online appears easier because it is a more structured mode of communication in which all interactions need planning, while F2F interactions can be more relaxed and looser:

“It is easier to keep promise for your own [group] assignment online than F2F. It probably stems from the fact that this hybrid classroom is more defined and structured. So everything needs to be calculated very accurately. F2F gives a kind of flexibility, so you don’t need to schedule everything so strictly and someone may end up doing more or less than the other.” (Interviewee 7)

Another important finding is about a relational aspect of spiritual knowledge: trust. Students believe that inspiring and building trust should be an important objective of BE while they note that this is easier to achieve in the F2F setting:

“Humans actually can achieve more as groups rather than as individuals. No matter how smart you are, without a trusted party, a trusted brother or trusted sister, you cannot form a company.” (Interviewee 5)

“The social part of schooling is very important. How do you build trust? ( . . . ) [In online environment] we don’t have any social life.” (Interviewee 5)

One component of the proposed HLE—the participation of third-party speakers—stimulated the students’ thoughts regarding another aspect of spiritual knowledge. They reported it promotes self-reflection about future work and inspires personal growth. The interaction with third-party speakers triggered the students to think about what they would like to pursue after they finish their studies:
“I think it will get me thinking about the future, about what I want to do because all of the speakers are in the industry that I would probably want to be in the future. So it does make me think about my future a lot more and it also makes me slightly anxious and nervous as well. Just seeing what they’re doing, thinking about—all that possibly I’m also going to do in the future . . . ( . . . ) So it really does make me think a lot and does inspire me as well, I like the work they do.” (Interviewee 1)

Another student stated that third-party academic speakers sparked immediate action towards his studies, self-development and professional direction, while motivating them to start networking with the business world:

“It changed me because from professor [name] I learned about the MOOC environments and programming languages like Python or software testing. I also built my LinkedIn profile and joined a competition last year, about how to run an enterprise and to compete with each other on who will earn the most profit. And it also helped to expand my network and to even talk to some professors I didn’t know.” (Interviewee 5)

Last, students noted that speakers that are well-established in their domain act as life role-models for them:

“They are clever, love thinking and they’re also very hard working and got the ambition to be successful. They are very goal-driven.” (Interviewee 2)

“I try to draw what I can from people who have done well. So I would say in that context they are the inspiration for me, the way they work hard or apply what they have learnt correctly, all those, this minor stuff that adds a lot, how you can shape yourself.” (Interviewee 3)

4.1.4. Promoting Digital Competences and Global Perspective

According to students’ reports, the hybrid learning journey stimulated in them the development of digital competences and broadened their business and cultural perspective about the world. Digital competences are brought out as a result of the adjustment that is needed for the students to deal with the new. Technology-enabled learning environment:

“Besides the learning content, I also had to get used to the [online] setting at the same time.” (Interviewee 1)

The development of digital competences was strongly emphasized by the students. They noted that they got familiar with not frequently used digital tools for knowledge sharing and co-creation:

“I think it [the learning environment] made my pre-existing skills more proficient.” (Interviewee 3)

“All the functions look very easy to understand, but actually when you use them it’s not that simple.” (Interviewee 1)

Students also underlined that, although they were familiar with digital communications, leveraging them for academic purposes is still different and owning this experience will provide them with more confidence about their skillset when they enter the job market:

“During the hybrid class, I learned how to use online presentation tools or knowledge sharing platform which I can, as I was at what I’ve said before like I can introduce it to my company and show it to my boss.” (Interviewee 8)

“I think that it would help me in my future as well because I will have used these platforms before.” (Interviewee 1)

Students also noted aspects related to self-management as an important component that was stimulated by the proposed HLE. An HLE that includes diverse modes of content delivery and knowledge sharing is less structured compared to the traditional classroom.
Students suggested that the hybrid structure requires a higher level of self-discipline and responsibility from the students for learning and fulfilling the course prerequisites. This, in turn, mobilizes them to take stronger initiative about allocating study time and identifying learning resources:

“I feel in the hybrid classroom environment students need to be much more independent, towards their study plan, towards how they plan their time and everything. So it does let students understand how things will work, the future where we go. When we join other companies, organizations, then, we will have to have our planning. We have to be independent and we have to be more proactive rather than reactive.” (Interviewee 1)

Such an environment leads to shaping a more active, learning-to-learn role and promoting life-long learning:

“The education or learning is a continuous process. We should keep doing it. Not just to attend a class F2F. That’s not enough.” (Interviewee 7)

Additionally, resilience and adaptability were very commonly reported themes. Students were expected to adjust in terms of time, space and learning expectations. Specific to learning expectations, students found this learning environment stimulating their curiosity:

“I think what the hybrid class gave me (. . . ) is not only that inspired me, but also I think it led me to explore some new things. What I want, it made me curious about new things.” (Interviewee 7)

At the same time, however, the learning plurality and looser structure have also been reported as having a negative effect by one student:

“It would sometimes be quite disorientating because I would be quite confused like: What are we going to learn today?.” (Interviewee 1)

Apart from the competences, the proposed hybrid environment was found to promote a global perspective about business and the world. First, OER was reported as a source of up-to-date knowledge and a bridge to real-world applications:

“There are so many real applications instead of just theory and the applications are truly up-to-date.” (Interviewee 5)

The OER as well as the participation of third-party speakers were highlighted as a multidimensional contribution that provides holistic thinking. The industry experts broaden the knowledge of the students about the practical applications of theory and the functions of the business world:

“They do not work in the academia and this helps because they bring in the perspective from the company.” (Interviewee 6)

“What you get from academics and experts is that they broaden your perspective about the business world beyond your area.” (Interviewee 5)

Furthermore, the academic guest lecturers provide a new perspective on the course content:

“You may have more dimension to understand how the theory exactly works.” (Interviewee 5)

The value of getting the feeling of what is happening in different parts of the world was also highlighted as an important element of acquiring a global perspective:

“The course did touch a lot of bigger topics, not just specific companies or specific business process management in a company. It covered a vast amount of topics. So yeah, definitely it did expand my views about different corporations as well as the entire world in general.” (Interviewee 1)

“[The course offered] different voices from different countries.” (Interviewee 7)
4.2. Discussion

In this work, we propose a knowledge dynamics framework to support BE in an HLE. Then, based on this framework, we conduct interviews with students to understand their perceptions on how our implementation of an HLE stimulates knowledge dynamics for BE.

Our analysis reveals that different modules of the HLE can influence different aspects of the knowledge dimensions. In this sense, each setting has its benefits and limitations leading to the potential to complement each other in creating knowledge dynamics for hybrid BE. Table 5 presents the summary from the analysis of the interview data organized by knowledge forms and each of the two modes—online and F2F.

Table 5. Summary of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Theme</th>
<th>Rational Knowledge</th>
<th>Emotional Knowledge</th>
<th>Spiritual Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F2F</strong></td>
<td>Perceived positive effects</td>
<td>Perceived positive effects</td>
<td>Perceived positive effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher focus</td>
<td>Emotional ambience that enables familiarity</td>
<td>Easier to build trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More space for engaging</td>
<td>and students’ positive attitudes towards each</td>
<td>Easier to conform with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in-class discussions</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>general relational ethical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitation of depth of</td>
<td>Enhanced socialization</td>
<td>standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge (textbooks,</td>
<td>Easiness to perform group activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>engaging class discussions)</td>
<td>University environment and out of class</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of digital skills</td>
<td></td>
<td>activities make a sense of community-an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived disadvantage</td>
<td></td>
<td>important context to learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online</strong></td>
<td>Reservations for speaking</td>
<td>Increased hesitation to approach someone</td>
<td>Perceived disadvantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived positive effects</td>
<td>Motivation to find more information based on</td>
<td>More accountability in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy information sharing</td>
<td>peers shared</td>
<td>group work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Up-to-date knowledge</td>
<td>Motivation for continuous, life-long</td>
<td>Inspiration to establish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitation of breadth of</td>
<td>learningLess face-saving, more confidence</td>
<td>connections with industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge due to topics and</td>
<td></td>
<td>people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resources diversity</td>
<td>Supports students’ independence and</td>
<td>Broadens global business and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enriches knowledge about</td>
<td>learning-to-learn competences</td>
<td>cultural perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>business applications and</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stimulation of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corporate functions</td>
<td></td>
<td>self-reflection about future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empowering learning interest</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation for learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>due to interactivity of</td>
<td></td>
<td>and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>educational resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived disadvantage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Students easily distracted by the available</td>
<td>Perceived disadvantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less engaging class</td>
<td></td>
<td>gadgets and online scrolling</td>
<td>Harder to build trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussions</td>
<td>Perceived disadvantage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Consequences from lack of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varying content quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harder to establish deep connections with peers</td>
<td>instructor’s supervision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at the students’ impressions on the advantages of the F2F setting, it becomes apparent that they mostly relate to the benefits provided by the students’ physical proximity in the university classroom during the learning activities. As presented in the Results section, such proximity aids with building an emotional ambience that enables familiarity and rapport (EK). This ambience enables higher within-group interactions and supports socialization (EK). Previous studies have also highlighted physical presence as a key factor for more frequent peer interaction and socialization [35,71]. Students noted that they are able to focus better in a F2F environment (RK) due to a lack of digital distractions and because they are in the physical presence of others (instructor and classmates). Further to higher focus, proximity also enables a higher degree of spontaneity; both of which lead to increased engagement in classroom discussions (RK), confirming similar findings from past qualitative studies [71–74]. Moreover, supported by a feeling of connectedness and community, they feel it is easier to collaborate and socialize inside and outside of the classroom (EK). This feeling of community has been also illustrated in the study by Jaggars (2014) in which students in a hybrid community college program select at least a few F2F courses to enjoy peer interaction and maintain the tie to their school. The proximal and direct interactions promote also a greater sense of peer-to-peer accountability and trust.
The students explained that a high sense of accountability is a result of a tendency to conform to general ethical standards when people look each other in the eyes, i.e., a "tendency to behave better in person". This immediacy combined with the consistency of interactions with specific individuals supports the traditional feeling that trust is built in F2F interactions [75].

Our analysis, however, showed that the F2F setting can as well hinder knowledge dynamics. Some students might tend to be more reserved inside the classroom, suppress their thoughts and not initiate communication on course topics or avoid to approach new students (EK). This finding is consistent with previous studies on face-saving tendencies, power tensions and shyness exhibited by East-Asian students that result in reservations to express and fear of being wrong (Huang et al., 2011; Paulhus et al., 2002; Wang, 2014).

On the other hand, students expressed that the online components of the hybrid learning environment allowed easier knowledge sharing between peers through social networking platforms, such as MeWe (RK). Moreover, despite finding that the group work and social interactions are not facilitated optimally in the online setting, as supported by several past studies [35,71,76], students pointed out some interesting positive aspects about this theme. Students noted that when working in groups online, they need to plan everything very carefully and this enforces a detailed task assignment and commitment that enhances group accountability (SK). Enhanced knowledge sharing and work progress transparency have been noted also in other studies that evaluate the use of online tools for group projects [71,77]. On the contrary, the F2F environment accommodates more laid-back interactions and requires less planning which may lead to a free-rider phenomena. Another interesting finding is that the online group work gives the students opportunities to work with different personalities since in the online setting they form groups also with classmates that don’t belong to the cluster of usual friends (EK). This finding is also underlined in another study [73], but has not received much attention in the hybrid learning research. Among the interesting “social advantages” is also reported the mitigation of personality differences due to the “distance” of online communication (EK). This “distance” can serve also as a fertile ground for students that are very reserved to express themselves in the physical classroom due to face-saving tendencies (EK).

The online environment also enabled access to OER that provide more up-to-date, practical and global knowledge (RK). This result is in line with aspirations about OER to promote learning with a global character [78,79]. This has been enhanced by the participation of third-party speakers, that offered new dimensions thus promoted a broader understanding of the course topics (RK) but also about the global industry domain and different cultures (SK). Moreover, the lectures and interaction with well-established academics and experts has been considered also an inspirational element for the students, who identified them as life and business role-models (SK). This paves the way to fill a gap in today’s BE related to the universal challenge to build a “Moral Compass” for students both in F2F setting but especially in the online mode due to the linear implementation of online learning [42,80].

Last, our results show that the online components of the HLE have certain disadvantages. Students highlighted among them the varying quality of the materials shared in the collaborating platforms (RK), exhibiting an issue raised also by other studies which highlight the difficulty of students to distinguish trustworthy knowledge sources (Tambouris et al., 2014; Yang and Chen, 2008). Moreover, the lack of quality peer discussions in collaborative platforms has been also reported. This has been illustrated by several studies suggesting solutions such as using discussion facilitators or promoting suggested discussion inquiries [81]. Consistent with previous studies, online environments have also proven to cause distractions that act as obstacles to students’ learning and motivation (EK) (Winter et al., 2010) and posit challenge of building students’ trust (SK) [82].

The proposed HLE had a positive perceived effect on the development of global perspectives and attributes and the development of digital competences. This is especially relevant now, in the COVID era, when the students are constrained to study from home.
The online presence of industry speakers and professors from abroad aided with the “internalization of the curriculum at home” [83], whereas the use of various digital tools supports students’ independent learning.

5. Limitations and Implications for Future Research and Practice

There are some limitations regarding the current work. This study is a single-case qualitative study serving as an initial discussion on the phenomena of knowledge dynamics in HLE. The findings of the study show a necessity for further research on knowledge practices and strategies in higher education with the purpose of supporting the development of a holistic business curriculum that would enable future-ready knowledge workers. We believe that such studies would benefit from design-based and experimental research designs which would tap into HLE learning practices in different conditions over time. Further research could also build on the results of this study and shed light on the reasons why certain learning styles adapt more effectively to different learning environments.

We also highlight some practical implications on the design and facilitation of HLEs. When attempting to enact HLEs, awareness of different forms of knowledge and their interactions is beneficial and can promote a more proactive approach. The use of knowledge-sharing platforms such as MeWe can contribute to students’ awareness of relevant resources and information (RK). However, it cannot resolve the issue of the content quality control, the lack of students’ motivation to discuss the postings (EK), and the weaker accountability and trust exhibited in online learning environments (SK). To support the knowledge-based interactions among the students, practitioners should learn different knowledge strategies so they could be better prepared for the online sessions. Preparations could include assigning facilitators for discussions (TAs or student helpers), gamifying students’ sharing and commenting, putting metadata (tags) on the contents or labelling the most valuable contributions. This would provide students with the enhanced visibility of the quality of contributions, and hence potentially with a position which would increase the sense of personal and group accountability.

Furthermore, as demonstrated in our study, different modules of HLE—F2F or online—facilitated formation and activation of knowledge forms in various ways, with both perceived positive and negative effects. Such a hybrid design potentially creates a more inclusive environment for students with different learning styles. For example, our results showed that the face tendency features typically decreases in online environments due to the sense of distance and anonymity of students. Such a finding is in line with previous studies which noted that online and F2F learning environments are differently effective for students with certain learning styles [84,85]. We recommend practitioners to become sensitive to individual students’ learning styles and to allow them more flexibility to organize their own learning. For example, teachers could provide a variety of means by which students can ask questions, share and access relevant information and suggest ideas—both F2F and via social learning platforms such as MeWe. This and similar learning platforms particularly provide opportunities for features such as interactive polls which could be utilized when conducting classes online. As well, teachers could become more sensitive to some students’ inclination towards visual and video OER resources and provide more examples with visual illustration and video explanation to these students.

6. Conclusions

Amid technological advances, including the ongoing development of digital learning platforms and digital educational resources, the need to revisit teaching and learning receives growing attention in higher BE research. HLE which combines F2F and online learning is especially becoming a popular way of delivering courses in BE and a subject of interest in academic literature. While there have been numerous studies focusing on the development of business competences, they do not specifically focus on HLE and often remain fractional in the scope of knowledge they cover.
This paper contributes with a holistic framework containing the three forms of knowledge dynamics—rational, emotional and spiritual—and their components to analyze HLE which would support BE. We proposed that such knowledge dynamics guideline could be a valuable tool to support the development of relevant students’ competences across different learning environments, as well as a tool for assessing new teaching and learning methods developed to meet the challenges of contemporary higher education.

This paper also contributes with an interview-based study which, based on the developed guideline, inquires students’ perceptions of how the HLE applied it in a postgraduate course at the HK (Replace After Review) contributed to the formation of different knowledge forms. This study found that there are both positive and negative aspects of the F2F and online learning environment on the formation of three dimensions of knowledge and suggests the possible areas of improvements. It also highlighted the benefits of hybrid learning design and showed how the two modes of delivery—F2F and online—are complementary to each other and support the formation of knowledge in different ways. Overall, the study concluded how the proposed HLE stimulated the integration of all types of knowledge, i.e., the integration of emotional and spiritual knowledge with rational knowledge. Students were, to a great extent, motivated to learn and act with positive values in both F2F and online learning environments. This implies that the HLE environment stimulated students’ independence and curiosity to learn, and the development of generic business competences such as learning-to-learn competence, digital competences and global perspectives which will aid with their employability and adaptability to changing and digitalized learning environments.

While our results are mostly consistent with the previous research on HLE, what they report has not so far been specifically discussed in the context of knowledge dynamics. Therefore, the main contribution of this study stems both in indicating underlying relevant components of knowledge dynamics in HLE and in providing empirical evidence of expression of different knowledge forms in relation to prior literature.
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